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DESY 11-228Fatorization of Heavy-to-Light Baryoni Transitions in SCETWei Wang �Deutshes Elektronen-Synhrotron DESY, D-22607 Hamburg, Germany(Dated: February 9, 2012)AbstratIn the framework of the soft-ollinear e�etive theory, we demonstrate that the leading-power heavy-to-light baryoni form fators at large reoil obey the heavy quark and large energy symmetries. Symmetrybreaking e�ets are suppressed by �=mb or �=E, where � is the hadroni sale, mb is the b quark mass andE � mb is the energy of light baryon in the �nal state. At leading order, the leading power baryoni formfator ��;p(E), in whih two hard-ollinear gluons are exhanged in the baryon onstituents, an fatorizeinto the soft and ollinear matrix elements onvoluted with a hard-kernel of order �2s . Inluding the energyrelease dependene, we derive the saling law ��;pE) � �2=E2. We also �nd that this form fator ��(E)is numerially smaller than the form fator governed by soft proesses, although the latter is formallypower-suppressed.Keywords: Heavy quark physis, QCD, b-physis
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I. INTRODUCTIONPreision test of the unitarity of the CKM matrix, allowing us to explore the SM desription ofthe CP violation and reveal any physis beyond the SM, greatly depends on our knowledge of thenonperturbative matrix elements. Fortunately the alulation of the amplitudes of bottom mesondeays is under ontrol as the amplitudes an be expanded in terms of small ratios justi�ed by boththe large b-quark mass, and a large energy release in the deay. With this expansion, a number oftheoretial preditions on di�erent observables in various hannels are found in global agreementwith experimental measurements (see Ref. [1℄ for a review).Deay proesses of heavy baryons onsisting of a bottom quark provide omplementary infor-mation with the B meson and thereby are reeiving growing attentions on both experimental andtheoretial sides. Semileptoni deays, suh as �b ! pl��, are simplest exlusive baryoni deaysand governed by heavy-to-light form fators. In this retrospet, apart from the theoretial anal-ysis based on the heavy quark e�etive theory [2{4℄, the simpli�ation of baryoni form fatorsin the large energy limit is exploited [5, 6℄ (see Ref. [7, 8℄ for an earlier disussion), applying themethod developed in the mesoni ase [9, 10℄. In the �b ! � transition, only one form fator isnonzero after the redution and this universal funtion (soft form fator) is also alulated withinthe light-one QCD sum rules in onjuntion with the e�etive �eld theory [5℄.Soft-ollinear e�etive theory (SCET) [11{15℄ is a powerful tool to desribe proesses withpartiles having energy muh larger than their mass. The heavy-to-light deay of heavy baryons,for instane �b ! pl��, is of this type. SCET makes use of the expansion in small ratios, in thisase, � = p�=mb with � as the hadroni sale and mb as the b quark mass. One of the mostimportant features of SCET is that the interation between the soft and ollinear setors is takeninto aount, overoming the shortomings in the large energy e�etive theory [9, 10℄. Thereforein SCET not only the redution of the leading-power form fators is formulated on the QCD basis,but also the symmetry-breaking orretions an be systematially explored [16, 17℄.In this work, we will analyze the baryoni form fators in SCET and follow the tehniquesdeveloped in the B ! � form fator whih takes the following fatorization form at the leadingpower [15, 18, 19℄ FB!�i (E) = Ci��(E) + Z d�C 0i(E; �)��(�; E): (1)Here E is the energy of the �nal hadron and Ci and C 0i are the short-distane oeÆients obtained bymathing from QCD onto the e�etive �eld theory. The one-loop expressions for these oeÆientsan be found in Refs. [11, 13, 18{21℄. In what follows we will adopt the ansatz that the �nal lightpartile is omposed of ollinear objets and thus hard-ollinear gluon exhange is required to turnthe soft spetators into energeti ones. In suh piture, to the end we will show that the matrixelements parametrizing form fators, in the example of �b ! �, are formally simpleh�(p0)j�s�bj�b(p)i = Ci��(E)�u�(p0)�u�b(p) +O(�2��); (2)in whih the spin indies are suppressed. For ontributions dominated by soft proesses whih arenot suppressed by �s, please see Refs. [5, 6℄. 2



The remainder of this work is organized as follows. In Se. II, we will present the form of theleading power and next-to-leading power heavy-to-light urrents in SCET after integrating out thehard modes, and following Ref. [19℄ disuss their representations in the e�etive theory ontainingsoft and ollinear modes. In Se. III, the transition form fators are diretly alulated in QCD,and we show the orrespondene with the SCET e�etive operators. Several impliations from ouranalysis are given in Se. IV, and a summary of our �ndings is presented in Se. V.II. SCET ANALYSISWe use the position-spae representation of SCET and losely follow the notations in Refs. [14,19℄. We work in the b-baryon rest frame and use the light-one oordinate, in whih a momentump is deomposed as p� = (n+p)n��2 + p�? + (n�p)n�+2 (3)where n� are two light-like vetors: n2+ = n2� = 0 and n+ � n� = 2. The referene diretionsn� are hosen suh that the energeti massless external lines in the reoiling system have n+pof order mb, while the magnitude of n�p is small. This type of momenta is ollinear: p =(n+p; p?; n�p) � (1; �2; �4). The slowly-moving degrees of freedom in the heavy baryon have softmomenta qs � (�2; �2; �2): For the heavy b quark, the statement of \soft" refers to the residualmomentum after removing the large omponent whih beomes a label of heavy quark. The hard-ollinear mode, with O(mb�) virtuality, arises from the interation between soft and ollinearsetor: ph � (1; �; �2).Power salings of quark and gluon �elds are determined by the on�guration of their momenta.For the quark �elds, we have� = n=�n=+4   � �2; �h = n=�n=+4  h � �;qs � �3; hv = 1 + v=2 Qv � �3: (4)Here v is the veloity of the heavy quark. �;h and hv are large omponents of the ollinear,hard-ollinear and heavy quark �elds, respetively. Small omponents of the heavy quark �eld,Hv, and ollinear quarks, �h and �, an be integrated out at tree level by solving the equation ofmotion. Salings of gluon �elds have a similar behavior with their momentan+A � 1; n�A � �4; A? � �2; As � �2;n+Ah � 1; n�Ah � �2; A?h � �: (5)From the relativisti normalization ondition, we �nd that the baryoni states in the e�etivetheory, taking the �b and � as an example, have the salingj�bi � ��3; j�i � ��2; (6)3



where we did not speify the di�erenes with the states in QCD. Presumably these di�erenes mayintrodue more power orretions, but they are left out here, sine the leading-power behavior isunlikely to hange. Deay onstants of baryons de�ned via [22, 23℄�ijkh0j(uiC5dj)hkv j�bi = f (1)�b u�b ; �ijkh0j(uiC5v=dj)hkv j�bi = f (2)�b u�b ;�ijkh0j(uiC5n=+2 dj)n=+2 skj�(p0)i = f�n+p02 n=+2 u�;sale as f�b � �6 and f� � �4 with f�b denoting both f (1)�b and f (2)�b .In SCET, integration of the utuations with large virtualities proeeds in two-steps [15, 19℄. Inthe �rst step, hard sales, aused by the interation between the ollinear setor and heavy quark,and between two or more ollinear setors with di�erent diretions, are integrated out and therebyQCD is mathed onto an intermediate e�etive theory, alled SCETI . In this e�etive theorygauge invariant operators are built out of �elds of hard-ollinear quarks or soft gluons and quarks.The leading-power and next-to-leading power terms having non-zero matrix elements between thebaryoni transition are onstruted as OAj (s) = (��hWh)s�jY ys hv ;OBj (s1; s2) = (��hWh)s1(W yhiD?�Wh)s2�0jY ys hv ;OCj (s1; s2; s3) = (��hWh)s1(W yhiD?�1Wh)s2(W yhiD?�2Wh)s3�0jY ys hv ;ODj (s1; s2) = (��hWh)s1(W yhin�DWh � in�Ds)s2�0jY ys hv ;OEj (s; t) = (��hWh)s(iD�s )t�0jY ys hv; (7)where the hard-ollinear �eld with the subsript s is evaluated at x+ sn+, while the soft �eld withthe subsript t is evaluated at x+ tn�, with x being the spae oordinate from the QCD urrent.�0j is one of the following gamma matries�0j = (1; 5; ?; ?5): (8)The Wh and Ys are hard-ollinear and soft Wilson lines, respetively [15, 19℄.Integration of the hard-ollinear mode will result in the �nal SCET, named as SCETII foronveniene. In SCETI , the generi power salings of the operators in Eq. (7) areOA � �4; QB � �5; OC;D;E � �6: (9)But none of them have the right quantum numbers with baryons in the initial and �nal state.Thus the mathing of these operators from SCETI onto SCETII will indue additional powersuppressions and one of our goals is to ount these suppressions. To the end, we will demonstratethat the ontribution from the OA operator starts at the O(�9), while the other types of operatorshave the power �11.A. General analysis in SCETIITo represent the quantum numbers of the �b and � baryon, at least the �elds qsqshv and threeollinear quark �elds are needed. In the light-one gauge a most general form of an operator with4



non-vanishing matrix elements an be taken as [19℄[objets℄� (��f1; n=+=2g�0kqs)(��f1; n=+=2g�0lqs)(���0jhv): (10)where the objets in the brakets are ombinations of the building bloks:(in��)�1 n�� �?; A?; A?s n��; n�A �qs n=+2 �0mqs �qs�00mqsn1 n3 n5 n7 n9a n9(in+�)�1 n�+ n+�; n+As �� n=+2 �0m� �qs n=�2 �0mqsn2 n4 n6 n8 n9b ;with the integers ni being the number of ourrenes of Oi in an operator. �0j;k;l;m take one of theforms in Eq. (8), while �00m is a basis for the remaining eight boost-invariant Dira strutures. We,following Ref. [19℄, use the power saling, boost invariane and the mathing of mass dimensionsto pik up the allowed forms. The notation for these symbols is used as: [�℄O = n means thatO sales with �n, the \boost" label orresponds to the saling �n of O under boosts n� ! �n�,n+ ! ��1n+; the mass dimension is denoted by [d℄O. Using the properties of these building blokswhih are disussed in detail in table 2 of Ref. [19℄, we �nd an operator in the �nal e�etive theoryhas the salings [�℄ = 15� 2n1 + 2n5 + 2n6 + 4n7 + 4n8 + 6(n9a + n9b + n9);[�℄ = 0 = �n1 + n2 + n3 � n4 � n6 + n7 � n8 � n9a + n9b;[d℄ = 9� n1 � n2 + n5 + n6 + n7 + 3(n8 + n9a + n9b + n9); (11)from whih we have[�℄ = 6 + [d℄� n3 + n4 + n5 + 2n6 + 2n7 + 2n8 + 4n9a + 2n9b + 3n9: (12)In operators OA;B;C;E the only Lorentz struture having nonzero ontration with n�� is��?�?��n��n�+, and thus n3 � n4. For the OA operator, [d℄ = 3 and there is only one nontriv-ial solution with [�℄ = 9, n1 = n2 = 3, n3 = n4 and ni = 0(i � 5). Sine there is no free Lorentzindex ontaining n�� or n�+ in �0j, the equality n3 = n4 rules out the possibility of n=+=2 in Eq. (10).As for OB operator, [d℄ = 4 thus [�℄ � 10. Sine n1 is an integer, the leading ontribution fromthis operator has the saling [�℄ = 11. One solution is n1 = 2, n2 = 3, n4 � n3 = 1, ni = 0(i � 5)and the other is n3 = n4, n1 = n2 = 3, n5 = 1, ni = 0(i � 6). The latter one orresponds to thehigher Fok state ontribution, due to the presene of an extra soft or ollinear gluon. The OEalso belongs to this type.In the light-one gauge (W yhin�DWh� in�Ds) redues to n�Ah. In the OD operator, [d℄ = 4and the fator n�� ontrats with the gluon �eld Ah�. After the elimination of the hard-ollinear�elds, n�� an not be a free Lorentz index and maybe it is ontrated: with n+ whih is a onstantor in the form of ��?�?��n��n�+; with a gamma matrix as �qs n=�2 �0mqs; with a derivative to a soft�eld in the form of n��; or with a ollinear gluon �eld as n�A. In the �rst ontration, n4 � n3,and [�℄ � 10. Due to the integer onstraint on n1, this operator has the saling [�℄ = 11 and itssolution is similar to the one in OB . For the rest ases, n3 may be larger than n4 by one unit, butn7 > 0 or n9b > 0, ausing more power suppressions and resulting in [�℄ > 11.5



For the operator OC , [d℄ = 5 and [�℄ � 11. The solution having the power [�℄ = 11 isn1 = n2 = 2, n3 = n4 and ni = 0(i � 5).The above mathing analysis indiates that the operator OA is indeed dominant and others are�2 suppressed. Taking into aount the power salings of baryoni states, we obtain the salinglaws for operator matrix elementsh�jOAj�bi � �4; h�jOB;C;D;Ej�bi � �6: (13)B. Tree-level MathingNow we will perform a tree-level mathing from SCETI to SCETII , and identify various termsto di�erent types of operators. In this proedure, the hard-ollinear quark �eld is �rst expressed asa produt of soft and ollinear �elds and the hard-ollinear gluon �elds. Then the hard-ollineargluons are integrated out by solving the equation of motion for the Yang-Mills �elds and theirexpressions in terms of soft and ollinear quarks and gluons will be substituted bak into thehard-ollinear quark �eld. For simpliity, we shall work in the light-one gauge n+Ah = n+A =n�As = 0 and the gauge invariant form an be obtained by the �eld rede�nition tehnique.The QCD urrents an be mathed onto the e�etive urrents in the SCETJQCD = [ � (x)�b℄(x)! e�imbv�x[ � �Q℄(x) (14)with  = � + � + �h + �h + qs= � + �h + qs � 1in+Ds n=+2 [(iD=?)(� + �h) + (gA=? + gA=?h)qs℄;Q = �1 + iD=s2mb�hv � 1n�v n=�2mb (gA=? + gA=?h)hv+ 12mbn�v � 1in+� (gA=? + gA=?h)(gA=? + gA=?h)�hv� �� 1mbn�v n=�n=+4 � n+vn�vin+�� (n�Ah)� hv +O(�4hv); (15)with the derivative 1=n+� ating on the ollinear �eld in the square braket.In the light-one gauge, the ollinear quark Lagrangian reads asL = ���in�D + [iD=?℄ 1in+Ds [iD=?℄� n=+2 � + :::; (16)with the ellipses standing for all other terms. Here � and the ollinear gluon in the ovariantderivative denote both ollinear and hard-ollinear �eld and will be substituted as � ! � + �hA ! A + Ah. With the use of the equation of motion, the �h an be integrated out and inpartiular, the solution (dropping the terms not satisfying momentum onservation)�h � � 1in�� �gn�Ah + iD=? 1in+� iD=?� �6



ontributes to  (6) as (6) = � 1in�� �gA=(3)?h 1in+� gA=(3)?h + gn�A(6)h � � + ::: ; (17)in whih the expressions of gluons will be spei�ed below. The other useful piees are [19℄ (2) = �; (5) = 1in+� gA=(3)?h n=+2 � � 1in�� �(iD=? + gA=?s) 1in+� gA=(3)?h+ gA=(3)?h 1in+� (iD=? + gA=?s)�� � 1in�� gn�A(5)h � + :::; (18)where the �rst term in  (5) is from the small omponent of the hard-ollinear quark �eld �(5)h andthe ones in the large parentheses are from �(5)h . The relevant hard-ollinear gluon �eld is expandedas [19℄ A(3)?h = gTA 1in+�in�� f�qs?TA� + h::g;n�A(5)h = � 2(in+�)2 (iD�? [in+�A(3)�?h℄� g hin+�A�? ; A(3)�?hi� 2gTA���TA�n=+2 � 1in�� gA=?�qs + h..�);n�A(6)h = � 2(in+�)2 h� 2[in+�A(3)�?h ; A(3)�?h℄ + 2gTAn��TA� 1in�� gA=(3)?h�qs + h::oi: (19)with the ovariant derivative iD�O = i��O + g[A� +A�s ;O℄.Before substituting the hard-ollinear �elds into the urrents, we �rst ount the ollinear quarknumbers. The �nal baryoni state ontains three quarks, and has ollinear quark number +3. Inorder to have nonzero matrix elements, the e�etive urrents in the SCET must have the ollinearquark number 3 as well. Let us reall that the gluon �led A(3)?h ontains one ollinear quark (orantiquark depending on the interation form in the e�etive theory), while n�A(6)h may ontaintwo ollinear quarks. For the expression of  (n), we note that  (2) (and also  (4)) has ollinearquark number �1, while  (3) has ollinear quark number 0. The most nontrivial terms are:  (5)whih has a ollinear quark number �2 or 0, and  (6) with ollinear quark number �3 (or �1).The ombinations having the leading and next-to-leading power salings indeed take the forms asOA, OB;C;D and OE .Substituting A(3)?h, n�A(6)h and  (6) into the e�etive urrents, we have the leading term in theexpansion J (9) = ��� gA=(3)?h 1�in+ �� gA=(3)?h + gn�A(6)h ! 1�in� �� �hv: (20)The �rst term in the above equation ontains two hard-ollinear gluons emitted from the hard-ollinear quark, and is depited as the �rst diagram in Fig. 1. In this �gure, the dashed linesdenote the ollinear quarks, while the solid lines are soft spetators. The thik lines represent the7



(a) (c)(b)

OA OA OA

(d)

OB OD OC

(e) (f )FIG. 1: Tree mathing diagrams for the heavy-to-light baryoni form fators. The dashed lines denote theollinear quarks, while the solid lines are soft spetators. The thik lines represent the heavy bottom quark.The spring lines denote a ollinear gluon n�Ah while the spring+solid lines denote the A?h. The hardmodes have been integrated out and shrunk to the blak point.heavy bottom quark. The spring lines denote a ollinear gluon n�Ah while spring+solid linesdenote the A?h. In the n�A(6)h , the trigluon term, orresponding to Fig (1), vanishes and it anbe understood as follows. The three quarks have antisymmetri olors in both initial and �nalbaryons, and thus the olor rearrangement fator in this diagram is zero�ijk�i0j0k0TAii0TBjj0TCkk0fABC = �ikj�i0k0j0TAii0TBkk0TCjj0fABC = 0: (21)The urrent J (9) originates from the large omponent of the hard-ollinear quark �eld �(6)h as shownin Eq. (17) and thereby the Lorentz struture is redued:J (9) � n=+n=�4 �1 + v=2 ! �0j; (22)as expeted in the large reoil limit.The other ombinations of operators start from �11J (11) = � 1n�v � (5)� n=�2mb gA=(3)?hhv + 12mbn�v � (2)� 1in+� gA=(3)?hgA=(3)?hhv� � (2)� �� 1mbn�v n=�n=+4 � n+vn�vin+�� (n�A(6)h )�hv + � (6)� iD=s2mbhv + :::; (23)where these four piees an be inorporated into the operators OB;C;D;E respetively. It shouldbe noted that exept the seond term, the other terms an have di�erent Lorentz strutures withthe redued form as in Eq. (22). For instane, the fourth term is from the small omponent of theheavy bottom quark, whih has the Lorentz struture n=+n=�4 �1�v=2 .We also show the tree-level mathing diagrams for the OB;C;D operators in Fig. 1. Howeverthe higher Fok state ontributions, either from OE having the similar struture with OA exeptthat one additional soft gluon is emitted from the hard vertex, or from the operator OB , are not8



depited. Graphially speaking the dominane of OA an be understood as follows. In the threediagrams (a,d,e) one ommonality is that the two gluons interat with a soft quark from the initialstate and a ollinear quark in the �nal external state, and thereby these two verties have the samepower saling. However in the �rst diagram the quark propagator next to the weak vertex has theform 1=(n�p) � 1=�2 while the rest quark propagators are of order �0, leading to the enhanementof the �rst diagram.III. ANALYSIS OF THE TRANSITION DIAGRAMS IN QCDIn this setion, we will analyze the leading power behaviors of the baryoni transition formfators in QCD, whose Feynman diagrams are depited in Fig. 2. We adopt the ansatz that thefast-moving baryon is omposed of three ollinear onstituents, therefore at least two gluons areexhanged and these gluons must be far o�-shell. We will not inlude the ontributions involvinghigher Fok states, as at least one more gluon is needed. As we have already shown, the trigluondiagrams give vanishing ontributions and thereby will not be onsidered either. There are sevendiagrams shown in Fig. 2: three of them (a,b,) ontaining the momentum exhange by two gluonsbetween the spetator quark system and the energeti light quark onneting the the eletroweakvertex; the same number of diagrams (e,f,g) having two gluons emitted from the heavy quark; therest diagram (d) in whih the light spetator system reeives momentum exhange from both theenergeti quark and the heavy quark. The inlusion of the avor index will give another sevendiagrams, but only leads to the exhange of momentum frations of the light spetator quarks.The leading twist LCDA of a light baryon, suh as �, is [6, 23℄�ijkn+p08 16(Cn=�5)��(�u�) ; (24)with i; j; k being the olor indies and �; �;  being the spinor indies. For the heavy baryon,several types of LCDAs emerge [22℄148�ijk(n=+5C)��(u�b) ; 148�ijk(n=�5C)��(u�b) ;148�ijk(5C)��(u�b) ; 148�ijk(n=+n=�5C)��(u�b) : (25)In the leading power matrix elements, only the �rst type of LCDA ontributes. We hoose themomentum frations of the three ollinear quarks in the light baryon as y1; y2; y3 and the momentumfrations of the soft spetator quarks (in the diretion n+) in the initial state as x2 and x3. Theorresponding momenta will be denoted as p01; p02; p03 for the ollinear quarks, and p2; p3 for the softquarks.The alulation will be simpli�ed by the following two observations.� If both verties of a hard-ollinear gluon are attahed to ollinear quarks, only the transverseomponent of this gluon ontributes.� In the light spetator system (usually alled a diquark), only the diagrams with even numberof gluon transverse indies are nonzero. For instane, as shown in Fig 2(b,e,f), if only one9



(b) (c)

(d) (e) (f )

(g)

(a)

FIG. 2: Feynman Diagrams for heavy-to-light baryoni form fators in QCD. Trigluon diagrams havingwrong olor fators are not shown.hard-ollinear gluon is emitted from the light quark or the heavy quark, this gluon has tobe in the form n�Ah or n+Ah.The �rst observation an be proved by writing the amplitudes as[�q1�:::℄� [�q2�:::℄ = [�q1?�:::℄� [�q2?�:::℄; (26)with q1 and q2 being the two ollinear quarks attahed to the gluon. The seond one is basedon the fat that the two-spetator system tehnially forms a trae in the spinor spae. Thereis no transverse index from the external wave funtions, and thereby the internal ones from theexhanged gluons must be even.The leading power ontributions from Fig. 2(a,b) an be mathed onto the OA operator. InFig. 2(a), using the �rst observation, one of the two gluons (the right one) is onneted to twoollinear quarks, and only the transverse omponent is left. With the seond observation, theother gluon must take the transverse omponent as well. In the numerator of the quark propagatorbetween the two gluons, the ollinear momentum p=01+ p=03 does not ontribute sine it is next to thelight spinor: �u�?(p=01 + p=03) = 0. This propagator is simpli�ed asi(�p=3 + p=01 + p=03)(�p3 + p01 + p03)2 ' in=+2(y1 + y3)n+p0 ; (27)whih sales as �0. The other quark propagator is redued toi(�p=3 � p=2 + p=0)(�p2 � p3 + p0)2 ' � in=�2(x2 + x3)m�bn�v ; (28)10



whih has the saling 1=�2. Here we have used x2; x3 � �=m�b for the soft momentum fration.Combining these piees, this diagram has the formF (a) = CNg4s Z dy2dy3dx2dx3f�bf���b(x1; x2; x3)��(y1; y2; y3)� iy3x3m�bn+p0n�v iy2x2m�bn+p0n�v��u��? in=+2(y1 + y3)n+p0�? �in=�2(x2 + x3)m�bn�v�u�b�n+p064 (Cn=�5)��(�)��0(�)��0(n=+5C)�0�0/ �10=�6 � �4; (29)where the saling �10 is from deay onstants and 1=�6 omes from the two gluons propagatorsand the propagator in Eq. (28). CN is the olor fatorCN = 136�ijk�i0j0k0(T bT a)ii0(T b)jj0(T a)kk0 = 227 : (30)Eq. (29) on�rms our power ounting analysis given in the previous setion. Furthermore asindiated in the third line of the above equation, the light spetator (diquark) system is proportionalto g?�� whih results in the Lorentz strutureF (a) / �u�n=+n=�4 �1 + v=2 u�b ; (31)where the large energy and heavy quark symmetries are manifestly demonstrated again.In Fig. 2(b), the upper gluon vertex is replaed by n=+=2 and the quark propagator next to theeletroweak vertex is of the form n=�=2. Therefore this diagram has the same struture:F (b) = CNg4s Z dy2dy3dx2dx3f�bf���b(x1; x2; x3)��(y1; y2; y3)� iy3x3m�bn+p0n�v i(y2 + y3)(x2 + x3)m�bn+p0n�v � �u�n=+2 �in=�2(x2 + x3)n�vm�b �u�b�n+p02 (Cn=�5)��(?� in=+2(y2 + y3)n+p0n=�)��0(�?)��0(n=+5C)�0�0/ �10=�6 � �4: (32)In Fig. 2(), based on the �rst observation, the upper gluon is transverse; thus there are either oneor three transverse indies in the light spetator system, leading to vanishing ontribution.In Fig. 2(d), both gluons an only ontain transverse omponents and this diagram an bemathed onto the operator OB. Both the heavy quark and light quark propagators sale as �0 andthusF (d) = CNg4s Z dy2dy3dx2dx3f�bf���b(x1; x2; x3)��(y1; y2; y3) iy3x3m�bn+p0n�v ix2y2m�bn+p0n�v��u��? in=+2(y1 + y3)n+p0� in=�2m�bn�v�?u�b � n+p02 (Cn=�5)��(?�)��0(?�)��0(n=+5C)�0�0/ �10=�4 � �6: (33)11



with again �10 from deay onstants and 1=�4 from the two gluon propagators. Of partiularinterest is that the Lorentz struture in this diagram has the formF (d) / �u��? in=+2(y1 + y3)n+p0� in=�2m�bn�v�?u�b ; (34)whih manifestly breaks the large reoil symmetries.In Fig. 2(e), the gluon attahing to the two light quarks is transverse while the omponentn�Ah ontributes at the heavy quark propagator. This diagram orresponds to the operator OD.Using the �rst observation, the light quark propagator sales as �0 and thusF (e) = CNg4s Z dy2dy3dx2dx3f�bf���b(x1; x2; x3)��(y1; y2; y3)� iy3x3m�bn+p0n�v i(y2 + y3)(x2 + x3)m�bn+p0n�v��u�� � �in+v(y2 + y3)n+p0n�v + n=�n=+4 in�vm�b � u�b�n+p02 (Cn=�5)��(?� in=+2(y2 + y3)n+p0n=�)��0(�?)��0(n=+5C)�0�0/ �10=�4 � �6: (35)The �rst term in the square braket obeys the large reoil symmetries, but the integral over y2+y3in it is divergent. It is worthwhile to point out that in the SCET solution for the operator OEin the previous setion, the number of the ourrene of 1=(in+�) is found to be n2 = 3, whihmeans the momentum frations for the light baryon an appear only three times. The additionalmomentum fration arises from the short-distane oeÆients, for instane at tree-level shown inEq. (15).In Fig. (2f), the gluon attahing to the b quark an not ontribute with the transverse omponentbased on the seond observation. The n+Ah omponent an be absorbed into the Wilson line,one neessary piee in the gauge invariant de�nition of the SCET operators. Thus this diagram isinorporated into the operator OA and its saling isF (f) = CNg4s Z dy2dy3dx2dx3f�bf���b(x1; x2; x3)��(y1; y2; y3)� iy3x3m�bn+p0n�v i(y2 + y3)(x2 + x3)m�bn+p0n�v � �u�� �i(y2 + y3)n+p0u�b�n+p064 (Cn=�5)��(n=+ �in=�2(x2 + x3)m�bn�v ?�)��0(�?)��0(n=+5C)�0�0/ �10=�6 � �4: (36)In partiular this ontribution anels the one from Fig. (2b).In Fig. 2(g), the two heavy quark propagators have the o�shellness of order m2b and an beshrunk to one point. Suppose that the two gluons are transverse, and then it is inorporated into
12



OC and its power saling isF (g1) = CNg4s Z dy2dy3dx2dx3f�bf���b(x1; x2; x3)��(y1; y2; y3) iy3x3m�bn+p0n�v ix2y2m�bn+p0n�v��u�� �1(y2 + y3)n+p0?�?�u�b � n+p02 (Cn=�5)��(?�)��0(�?)��0(n=+5C)�0�0/ �10=�4 � �6; (37)where the momentum fration 1=(y2 + y3) in the seond line omes from the Wilson oeÆient forthe operator OC . If the two gluons take the n+Ah omponent for the verties attahing to theheavy quark, this diagram an be mathed onto operator OA. The ontribution is �2 suppressedompared to the leading power termsF (g2) = CNg4s Z dy2dy3dx2dx3f�bf���b(x1; x2; x3)��(y1; y2; y3)� iy3x3mbn+p0n�v ix2y2mbn+p0n�v��u�� i(y2 + y3)n+p0 iy3n+p0u�b � n+p02 (Cn=�5)��(n=+)��0(n=+)��0(n=�5C)�0�0/ �10=�4 � �6; (38)and the integration in this term does not onverge.IV. DISCUSSIONSAs we have shown, in the dominant ontribution from the OA the inverse of derivatives to bothollinear �elds and soft �elds appear three times. In the momentum spae these fators will beonverted to the inverse of momenta. Let them at on the ollinear �elds, we obtain the fator1=(n+p0)3. The energy dependene of a quark �eld an be read from the propagatorsh0j�(x)��(0)j0i = Z d4p0(2�)4 e�in+p0n�x=2n+p0p02 n=�2 : (39)The measure d4p0 and p02 are Lorentz invariant, and thus � � pn+p0. Then the leading powerbaryoni transition matrix element sales ash�(p0)jOA(0)j�b(p)i � (n+p0)3=2n+p03 = (n+p0)�3=2;where we have employed the energy independene of baryon states. Using �u� � pn+p0 and thede�nition of the soft form fator in SCETh�(p0)jOA(0)j�b(p)i = ��(E)�u�(p0)�u�b(p);and restoring orret mass dimensions, we obtain the momentum dependene��(E) � �2(n+p0)2 : (40)This behavior an also be read from the QCD alulation as shown in Eq. (29). But it should benotied that the above saling law is di�erent with the results derived in di�erent versions of QCD13



light-one sum rules [5, 6℄ in whih the form fator is dominated by soft proesses. To have thepower ounting, we represent the form fator as an overlap integral of the wave funtions in bothlongitudinal and transverse momentum spae��(E) = Z dx2d2~k2?dx3d2~k3?(16�3)2  �b(x2; x3; ~k2?; ~k3?) �(y2(x2); y3(x3); ~k2?; ~k3?); (41)with y2(x2) and y3(x3) to be �xed by kinematis. From the normalizations of the b-baryon state,we have Z dx2d2~k2?dx3d2~k3?(16�3)2 j �b(x2; x3; ~k2?; ~k3?)j2 = 1; (42)implying that  �b(x2; x3; ~k2?; ~k3?) � ��6 sine x2;3 � �2 and k2?;3? � �2. For the light partiles,the momentum fration in the normalization is of order 1, therefore for generi values of y2;3, �(y2; y3; ~k2?; ~k3?) � ��4. However the dominane of soft proesses leads to the phase suppressionand in partiular the salings of the momentum frations y2(x2) � �2 and y3(x3) � �2 result in �(y2(x2); y3(x3); ~k2?; ~k3?) � 1. Substituting the salings for the wave-funtions, we obtain��(E) � �6; (43)from whih we an see the ontribution from the soft proess is formally �2-suppressed omparedto the leading power ontribution from the operator OA.As a omparison, it is also instrutive to reapture the energy dependene of the B ! � formfator in the SCET. Ref. [19℄ �nds that when mathing onto SCETII the leading power ontribution,from the operator ��h�hv , has two powers of 1=(in+�). Together with the salings from the twoollinear quark �elds, the soft form fator, parametrized viah�(p0)j��hhvj �B(p)i = 2E��(E)with E = n�vn+p0=2 = (m2B � q2)=(2mB), behaves as��(E) � �3=2pmb(n+p0)2 � (�=mB)3=21� q2=m2B : (44)When mathing to SCETII, the derivatives 1=(in+�) and 1=(in��) also ontain the momentumfrations: x2; x3 or x2 + x3 for the initial heavy baryon, y1; y3; y3 or some linear ombinationsdepending on the �elds ating on. For example, the tree-level fatorization formula from Fig. 2(a)has the following integration form as shown in Eq. (29)Z dy2dy3dx2dx3��b(x1; x2; x3)��(y1; y2; y3) 1x2x3y2y3(y1 + y3)(x2 + x3) : (45)With the assumption that � � x2x3 in the limit of x2; x3 ! 0 [22, 23℄, where � denotes the LCDAof �b or �, the integration is onvergent whih is di�erent with the mesoni transition form fator��. In Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(f), the involved integralZ dy2dy3dx2dx3��b(x1; x2; x3)��(y1; y2; y3) 1y3x3(y2 + y3)2(x2 + x3)2 (46)14



is �nite as well. The absene of the divergenes leads to the fatorization of ���� = f�b��b(xi)
 J(xi; yi)
 f���(yi); (47)in whih 
 denotes the onvolution over momentum frations xi and yi, and the jet funtion isgiven asJ(xi; yi) = �14CNg4s 1x2x3(x2 + x3) 1y2y3(y1 + y3) 1(m2�b � q2)2m�b + (x2 $ x3; y2 $ y3): (48)It should be autious that although this formula is valid at tree-level (order �2s), whether it an beextended to all orders remains unknown to us and requires further analysis.On the ontrary, the subleading power orretions an not be fatorized, for instane the seondterm from the diagram shown in Fig. 2(g), has the formZ dy2dy3 1y2y23(y2 + y3)��(y1; y2; y3) � log(y3);whih is divergent when y3 is approahing zero.To have some numerial estimate, we use the QCD sum rule alulation of the f�b(next-to-leading order in �s) [24℄ and f� [23℄f�b = (0:032 � 0:004)GeV3; f� = (6:0 � 0:3)� 10�3GeV2; (49)together with the asymptoti form of �� [23℄ and the parametrized model for ��b [22℄��b(x1; x2; x3) = x2x3 "m4�b�40 e�(x2+x3)m�b=�0 + a2C3=22 (2u� 1)m4�b�41 e�(x2+x3)m�b=�1# ;��(y1; y2; y3) = 120y1y2y3; (50)where ! = (x2 + x3)m�b , u = x2=(x2 + x3), �0 = (200+130�60 ) MeV, �1 = (650+650�300) MeV anda2 = 0:333+0:250�0:333 [22℄. With these inputs and the strong oupling onstant at the sale � � 2 GeV:�s ' 0:3, we alulate the form fator as��(q2 = 0) = �0:012+0:009�0:023; (51)where the displayed unertainties are from �0. For omparison, we quote the soft form fator ��omputed in the SCET sum rules [5℄ ��(q2 = 0) = 0:38; (52)whih is larger by about one order of magnitude.V. CONCLUSIONSWeak deays of heavy baryons provide an ideal ground for the extration of the heliity strutureof the eletroweak interation, thanks to the spin orrelation and polarization embedded in deay15
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